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In order to maximize brain ability of a child, there is a need to give attention to the active role of the right brain. It means that the ability of socialization, creativity, spontaneity, imaginative, think in a whole, and think with picture and room must be developed too. The active role of the right brain can be reached through education of art, such as painting. However, there is still no place or institution yet for children and artists as children painting observers. They try to sell their own painting, find their own exhibition room.

Therefore, this gallery is presented and its aims are give a place for children and artists as the observer of children painting and give them easiness in showing their painting work, in selling their painting work, give education to children about the importance of creation freedom, and getting information and education about painting, especially for children.

Meaning and Limitation :

It is a room or building that becomes the place of feeling transfer activities from children to visitors through painting media and a place for showing painting, an interesting place to learn and paint and as a media for family recreation.

Theme : Dream

Dream is unconscious experience that involving sight, hearing, thought, feeling and other in sleeping. Event in the dream usually impossible in the reality world, and it is outside the control of the person that dream. Dream is the essential of idea. Dream can not be arranged, whether its scenario and its plot. Idea is the fruit of good dream that we have. Different dream from others may create new idea and innovation. Dream will give freedom to children to make a work based on their imagination. Painting gallery of these children has tight relation with children world image, therefore the performance of this gallery must be able to image and become the art expressions of children. Art expression that suitable with children is very important, in order to make it able to stimulate children creativity to create something.